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Introdu tion

Task graphs and their equivalents have proved to be a valuable abstra tion for representing the exe ution of
parallel programs in a number of di erent appli ations. Perhaps the most widespread use of task graphs has
been for performan e modeling of parallel programs, in luding quantitative analyti al models [30, 22, 29, 28,
2℄, theoreti al and abstra t analyti al models [15℄, and program simulation [14, 4℄. A se ond important use of
task graphs is in parallel programming systems. Parallel programming environments su h as PYRROS [31℄,
CODE [27℄, HENCE [27℄, and Jade [23℄ have used task graphs at three di erent levels: as a programming
notation for expressing parallelism, as an internal representation in the ompiler for omputation partitioning
and ommuni ation generation, and as a runtime representation for s heduling and exe ution of parallel
programs. Although the task graphs used in these systems di er in representation and semanti s (e.g.,
whether task graph edges apture purely pre eden e onstraints or also data ow requirements), there are
lose similarities. Perhaps most importantly, they all apture the parallel stru ture of a program separately
from the sequential omputations, by breaking down the program into omputational \tasks", pre eden e
relations between tasks, and (in some ases) expli it ommuni ation or syn hronization operations between
tasks.
If task graph representations ould be onstru ted automati ally, via ompiler support, for ommon
parallel programming standards su h as Message-Passing Interfa e (MPI), High Performan e Fortran (HPF),
and OpenMP, the te hniques and systems des ribed above would be ome available to a mu h wider range
of programs than they are urrently. None of the systems ited above, or other systems we know, provide
the apability to extra t task graphs automati ally for su h ommon programming standards. The only
system we know of that attempts to do so is the interpretive framework of Parashar et al. [29℄, whi h
onstru ts task graphs for a limited lass of HPF programs ompiled by the Syra use Fortran 90D ompiler.
Their task graph representation is restri ted to a very simple loosely syn hronous omputational model with
alternating phases of global ommuni ation and parallel omputation (the model used in their ompiler).
Many programs use more general ommuni ation patterns that would require a mu h more sophisti ated
task graph representation and mu h more omplex ompiler te hniques to synthesize su h task graphs.
In the POEMS proje t [3℄, we are developing ompiler-supported te hniques to model the end-to-end
performan e hara teristi s of a large-s ale parallel appli ation on a large parallel system, using a ombination of analyti al, simulation and hybrid models, and models at multiple levels of resolution for individual
omponents. Within the ontext of this work, we have developed a task-graph-based appli ation representation that is used as a ommon vehi le to support a wide range of modeling te hniques. This representation
is apable of apturing arbitrary message-passing programs, in luding general ommuni ation patterns, and
it is a symboli representation designed to be omputable at ompile-time. Be ause of the information it
aptures, this representation is not spe i to performan e modeling, and an be easily generalized to serve
as a ompile-time internal representation or a run-time representation for program exe ution. The design of
this appli ation representation is des ribed in detail in [1℄, and is summarized in Se tion 2.
This paper des ribes how parallelizing ompiler te hnology an be used to automate the pro ess of
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onstru ting this task graph representation for HPF programs ompiled to MPI (and, in the near future, for
existing MPI programs dire tly). In parti ular, this paper makes the following ontributions:



We des ribe ompiler te hniques to derive a stati , symboli task graph representing the MPI ode
generated for a given HPF program. A key aspe t of this pro ess is the use of symboli integer sets
and mappings to apture a number of dynami task instan es or edge instan es as a single node or
edge at ompile time. These te hniques allow the ompiler to des ribe sophisti ated omputation
partitionings and ommuni ation and syn hronization patterns in symboli terms.



We des ribe how standard analysis te hniques an be used to ondense the task graph and simplify the
ontrol ow, whenever less than fully detailed information suÆ es (as in many performan e modeling
appli ations in pra ti e).



Finally, we des ribe an approa h to instantiate a dynami task graph representation from the stati
task graph, based on a novel use of ode generation from symboli integer sets.

In addition to the above te hniques, whi h to our knowledge are new, the ompiler also uses standard
te hniques to ompute symboli s aling fun tions for task omputation times and message ommuni ation
volumes.
The te hniques des ribed above have been implemented in the Ri e dHPF ompiler system. The dHPF
ompiler ompiles HPF programs to MPI for message-passing systems, using aggressive te hniques for omputation partitioning and ommuni ation optimization [7, 5, 25℄. This implementation was re ently used in a
joint proje t with the parallel simulation group at UCLA, in whi h we developed ompiler-based te hniques
to improve the s alability of simulation of message passing programs [4℄. In that work, we showed how
ompiler information aptured in the task graph an be used to redu e the memory and time requirements
for simulating message-passing programs in detail using In ea h appli ation we examined, these redu tions
enable us to simulate system sizes or problem sizes 10 to 100 times larger than ould be simulated before
using state-of-the-art parallel dis rete event simulation, with little loss in a ura y. In the ontext of the
present paper, these results illustrate the potential importan e of automati ally onstru ting task graphs for
widely used programming standards. In parti ular, these optimized simulation te hniques would be ompletely impra ti al without ompiler support to automate the pro ess of simulating a given program. In
Se tion 4, we brie y des ribe representative results from the above work to illustrate how task graphs were
used in that study.
The next se tion brie y des ribes the key features of our stati and dynami task graph representations.
Se tion 3 is the major te hni al se tion, whi h presents the ompiler te hniques des ribed above to onstru t
the task graph representations. Se tion 4 illustrates the use of ompiler-generated task graphs for simulation
mentioned above. We on lude with a brief overview of related work (Se tion 5) and a dis ussion of future
plans (Se tion 6).
2

Ba kground: The Task Graph Representation

The POEMS proje t [3℄ aims to reate a performan e modeling environment for the end-to-end modeling of
large parallel appli ations on omplex parallel and distributed systems. The proje t supports a wide range
of performan e modeling te hniques in luding detailed exe ution-driven simulation of message-passing programs and s alable I/O [12℄, program-driven simulation of single-node performan e and memory hierar hies,
abstra t analyti al models of parallel programs su h as LogP and LoPC [17℄, and detailed analyti al models
of parallel program performan e based on deterministi task graph analysis [2℄. The wide range of modeling
te hniques in POEMS, and the goal of integrating multiple modeling paradigms make it hallenging, if not
impossible, for the end-user to generate the required workload information manually for a large-s ale appliation. Thus, sin e the on eption of the proje t, it has been deemed essential to use ompiler support to
simplify and partially automate the pro ess of onstru ting the workload information.
We have designed a ommon task graph based program representation designed to meet all these gaols [1℄.
This representation provides a uniform platform for apturing the parallel stru ture of a program as well
as its asso iated workloads for di erent modeling te hniques. The representation uses two avors of a task
graph. The stati task graph provides a ompile-time representation that is designed to be synthesized
2

using parallelizing ompiler te hnology, and an be used dire tly for some types of modeling studies. The
provides a more detailed des ription of runtime program behavior for a spe i program
input, and an be used for more pre ise performan e evaluation for a parti ular input. The design of these
representations is des ribed in detail in [1℄ and is brie y summarized here.
The spe i information we aim to olle t for a given program in ludes:
dynami task graph



The detailed omputation partitioning and ommuni ation stru ture of the program, des ribed statially i.e., in symboli terms.



Sour e ode for individual tasks to support sour e- ode-driven uses su h as detailed program-driven
simulation of memory hierar hy performan e.



S aling fun tions that des ribe how omputation and ommuni ation s ale as a fun tion of program
inputs and pro essor on guration.



Optionally, the detailed dynami behavior of the parallel program, for spe i ed a program input (in
whi h we in lude the pro essor on guration).

The Stati Task Graph: The stati task graph (STG) aptures the stati parallel stru ture of a program.
The quali ation `stati ' denotes that the graph is de ned only by the program per se, thus, it is independent
of runtime input values, intermediate program results, and pro essor on guration. Ea h node (or task) of
the graph may represent one of the following main types: ontrol ow nodes for loops and bran hes, pro edure
alls, ommuni ation, or pure omputation. Edges between nodes may denote ontrol ow within a pro essor
or syn hronization between di erent pro essors (due to ommuni ation tasks). For example, the STG for a
simple parallel program is shown in gure 1, and is explained in more detail in the next Se tion.
A key aspe t of the stati task graph is that ea h node in the STG a tually represents a set of instan es
of the task, one per pro essor that exe utes the task at runtime. Similarly, an edge in the STG a tually
represents a set of edge instan es onne ting pairs of dynami node instan es. We use symboli integer sets to
des ribe the set of instan es for a given node, e.g., a task exe uted by P pro essors would be des ribed by the
set: f[p℄ : 0  p  P 1g. Similarly, we use symboli integer mappings to des ribe the edge instan es, e.g., an
edge from a SEND task on pro essor p to a RECV task on pro essor q = p + 1 (i.e., ea h pro essor sends data to
its right neighbor, if any) would be des ribed by the mapping: f[p℄ ! [q ℄ : q = p+1^0  p < P 1g. This kind
of mapping enables pre ise symboli representations of arbitrary regular ommuni ation patterns. Irregular
patterns (i.e., data-dependent patterns that annot be determined until runtime) have to be represented as
an all-to-all ommuni ation, whi h is the best that an be done stati ally.
To apture high level ommuni ation patterns where possible (e.g., shift, pipeline, broad ast, et . [24℄)
we group the ommuni ation operations in the program into related groups, ea h des ribing a single \logi al ommuni ation event". A ommuni ation event des riptor, kept separate from the STG, aptures all
information about a single ommuni ation event. This in ludes the ommuni ation pattern, the set of ommuni ation tasks involved, and a symboli expression for the ommuni ation size. The CPU omponents
of ea h ommuni ation event are represented expli itly as ommuni ation tasks in the STG, allowing us to
use task graph edges between these tasks to expli itly apture the syn hronization implied by the underlying ommuni ation alls. The number of ommuni ation nodes and edges depends on the ommuni ation
pattern and also on the type of message passing alls used. This te hnique does not work for MPI re eive
operations that use a wild ard message tag (be ause the mat hing send annot be easily identi ed). It does
work for re eive operations that use a wild ard for the sending pro essor, but the symboli mapping on the
ommuni ation edges may be an all-to-all mapping (for the pro essors that exe ute the send and re eive
statements). Making the ommuni ation tasks expli it in the STG has proved valuable also be ause it allows
us to des ribe arbitrary interleavings (i.e., overlaps) of ommuni ation and omputation tasks on individual
pro essors and a ross pro essors.
In addition to the symboli sets and mappings above, ea h node and ommuni ation event in the STG
in ludes a symboli s aling fun tion that des ribes how the task omputation time or the message size s ales
as a fun tion of program variables.
The STG of a program ontaining multiple pro edures is represented as a number of un onne ted graphs,
ea h orresponding to a single pro edure. Ea h all site is represented by a CALL task that identi es the
alled pro edure by name.
3

The Dynami Task Graph: The dynami task graph (DTG) is a dire ted a y li graph that aptures
the exe ution behavior of a program on a given input and given pro essor on guration. This representation
is important for detailed performan e modeling be ause it orresponds losely with the a tual exe ution
behavior being modeled by a parti ular program performan e model (whether using detailed simulation or
abstra t analyti al models).
The nodes of a dynami task graph are omputational tasks and individual ommuni ation tasks. In
parti ular, the DTG does not ontain ontrol ow nodes (loops, bran hes, jumps, and jump targets). It an
be thought of as being instantiated from the stati task graph by unrolling all the loops, resolving all the
bran hes, and instantiating all the instan es of parallel tasks, edges, and ommuni ation events.
There are two approa hes to making this representation tra table for large-s ale programs, and these
approa hes an be ombined: (1) we an ondense tasks allo ated to a pro ess between syn hronization
points so that only (relatively) oarse-grain parallel tasks are expli itly represented, and (2) if ne essary, we
an ompute the dynami task graph \on the y," rather than pre omputing it and storing it oine. We
des ribe te hniques to automati ally ondense the task graph in Se tion 3.2. The approa h to instantiate
the task graph on-the- y is outside the s ope of this paper, but is a dire t extension of the ompile-time
instantiation of the dynami task graph des ribed in Se tion 3.3.
3

Compiler Te hniques for Synthesizing the Task Graph Representations

As noted in the Introdu tion, there are three major aspe ts to synthesizing our task graph representation for
a parallel program: (1) synthesizing the stati , symboli task graph; (2) ondensing the task graph; and (3)
optionally instantiating a dynami task graph representing an exe ution on a parti ular program input. Ea h
of these steps relies on information about the message-passing program gathered by the ompiler, although
for many programs the third step an be performed purely by inspe ting the stati task graph, as explained
in Se tion 3.3. These steps are des ribed in detail in the following three subse tions.

3.1 Synthesizing the Stati Task Graph
There are four key steps that need be performed in synthesizing the stati task graph (STG):






generating omputation and ontrol- ow nodes;
generating ommuni ation tasks for ea h logi al ommuni ation event;
generating symboli sets des ribing the pro essors that exe ute ea h task, and symboli mappings
des ribing the pattern of ommuni ation edges; and
eliminating ex ess ontrol ow edges.

Generating omputation and ontrol- ow nodes in the STG an be done in a single preorder traversal
of the internal representation for ea h pro edure; in our ase, the representation is an Abstra t Syntax
Tree (AST). STG nodes are reated as appropriate statements are en ountered in the AST. Thus, program
statements, su h as DO, IF, CALL, PROGRAM/FUNCTION/SUBROUTINE, STOP/RETURN, trigger the reation of a
single node in the graph; en ountering one of the rst two also leads to the reation of an enddo-node or an
endif-node, a then-node and an else-node, respe tively. Any ontiguous sequen e of other omputation
statements that are exe uted by the same set of pro essors are grouped into a single omputational task
( ontiguous implies that they are not interrupted by any of the above statements or by ommuni ation).
Identifying statements that are omputed by the same set of pro essors is a riti al aspe t of the above
step. This information is derived from the omputation partitioning phase of the ompiler. This information
is translated into a symboli integer set [7℄ that is in luded with ea h task. By having a general representation of the set of pro essors asso iated with ea h task, our representation an des ribe sophisti ated
omputation partitioning strategies. The expli it set representation also enables us to he k equality by
dire t set operations, in order to group statements into tasks. These pro essors sets are also essential for
the fourth step listed above, namely eliminating ex ess ontrol- ow edges between tasks, so as to expose
4

CHPF$ DISTRIBUTE A(*,BLOCK)
DO I=2,N
DO J=1,M-1
A(I,J) = A(I-1,J+1)
ENDDO
ENDDO

DO
IF
IRECV
ENDIF
DO

(a) HPF sour e ode fragment

COMP.
TASK
END
DO
IF

blk = blo k size per pro essor
DO I=2,N
IF (myid < P-1)
ire v B(i, myid*blk+blk+1) from myid+1

ISEND
ENDIF
IF
WAIT
RECV

! Exe ute lo al iterations of j-loop
DO J=myid*blk+1, min(myid*blk+blk-1, M-1)
A(I,J) = A(I-1,J+1)
ENDDO

ENDIF
IF

IF (myid > 0) isend B(i, myid*blk+1) to myid-1
IF (myid < P-1) wait-re v
IF (myid > 0) wait-send

WAIT
SEND
ENDIF
COMP.
TASK
IF

! Exe ute non-lo al iterations of j-loop
J=myid*blk+blk
IF (J <= M-1)
A(I,J) = A(I-1,J+1)
ENDDO

COMP.
TASK
ENDIF
END
DO

(b) Unoptimized MPI ode generated by dHPF
( ) Stati

task graph

Figure 1: An example of generating the ommuni ation tasks.
program parallelism. In parti ular, a ontrol ow edge is retained between two tasks only if the interse tion
of their pro essor sets is not empty. Otherwise, the sink node is onne ted to its most immediate an estor
in the STG for whi h the result of this interse tion is a non-empty set.
When the rst ommuni ation statement for a logi al ommuni ation event is en ountered, the ommuni ation event des riptor and all the ommuni ation tasks that are pertinent to this single event are built.
The pro essor mappings for the syn hronization between the tasks are also built at this time.
For an expli it message-passing program, the omputation partitioning information an be derived by
analyzing the ontrol- ow expressions that depend on pro ess id variables. The ommuni ation pattern
information has to be extra ted by re ognizing the ommuni ation alls synta ti ally, analyzing their arguments, and identifying the mat hing send and re eive alls. In prin iple, both the ontrol- ow and the
ommuni ation an be written in a manner that is too omplex for the ompiler to de ipher, and some
message passing programs will probably not be analyzable. But in most of the programs we have looked at,
the ontrol- ow idioms for partitioning the omputation and the types of message passing operations that
are used are fairly simple. We believe that the required analysis to onstru t the STG would be feasible with
standard interpro edural symboli analysis te hniques [18, 19℄.
To illustrate the ommuni ation information built by the ompiler, onsider the simple HPF example,
whi h, along with the MPI parallel ode generated by the dHPF ompiler, are shown on the left-hand side
of Figure 1. The parallelization of the ode requires the boundary values of array A along the j dimension
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to be ommuni ated inside the I loop. (In pra ti e, the ompiler pipelines the ommuni ation in larger
blo ks by strip-mining the I loop [20, 6℄, but that is omitted to simplify the example.) The orresponding
STG is shown on the right-hand side of the gure. Solid lines represent ontrol ow edges and dashed
lines represent interpro essor syn hronization. In this example, the ompiler uses the non-blo king MPI
ommuni ation primitives. The two dashed lines show that the wait-re v operation annot omplete until
the isend is exe uted, and the isend annot omplete until the ire v is issued by the re eiver (the latter
is true be ause our target MPI library uses sender-side bu ering).1 Also, the ompiler interleaves the
ommuni ation tasks and omputation so as to overlap waiting time at the isend with the omputation of
lo al loop iterations, i.e., the iterations that do not read or write any o -pro essor data. The use of expli it
ommuni ation tasks within the task graph allows this overlap to be aptured pre isely in the task graph.
The dashed edge between the isend and the wait-re v tasks is asso iated with the pro essor mapping:
f[p0 ℄ ! [q0 ℄ : q0 = p0 1 ^ 0  q0 < p 1g, denoting that ea h pro essor re eives data from its \right"
neighbor, ex ept the rightmost boundary pro essor. The other dashed edge has the inverse mapping, i.e.,
q0 = p0 + 1.
Finally, the ompiler onstru ts the symboli s aling fun tions for ea h task and ommuni ation event,
using dire t symboli analysis of loop bounds and message sizes. For a ommuni ation event, the s aling
fun tion is simply an expression for the message size. For ea h do-node the s aling fun tion des ribes
the number of iterations exe uted by ea h pro essor, as a fun tion of pro essor id variables and other
symboli program variables. In the simple example above, the s aling fun tions for the two do nodes
are N-1 and min(myid*blk+blk-1,M-1) - (myid*blk+1) + 1, respe tively. For a omputational task, the
s aling fun tion is a single parameter representing the workload orresponding to the task. At this stage of
the task graph onstru tion, no further handling (su h as symboli iteration ounting for more omplex loop
bounds), takes pla e.

3.2 Condensing Nodes of the Stati Task Graph
The pro ess des ribed above produ es a rst- ut version of the STG. For many typi al modeling studies of
parallel program performan e, however, a less detailed graph will be suÆ ient. For instan e, a oarse-grain
modeling approa h ould assume that all operations of a single pro ess between two ommuni ation points
onstitute a single task.
In order to add this fun tionality, the ompiler traverses the STG and marks ontiguous nodes, onne ted
by a ontrol- ow edge, that do not orrespond to ommuni ation (or in the ase of ompound nodes, do
not in lude ommuni ation). Su h sequen es of nodes are then ollapsed and repla ed in the STG by a
single ondensed task. Note that su h a task will have a single point of entry and a single point of exit.
For example, the two large dotted re tangles in Figure 1 ( ) orrespond to sequen es of tasks that an be
ollapsed into a single ondensed task.
To preserve pre ision, the omputation of the s aling fun tion of the new ondensed task is of parti ular
importan e. Ignoring onditional ontrol ow for the moment, this s aling fun tion is the symboli sum of
the s aling fun tions of the individual ollapsed tasks, ea h multiplied by the symboli number of iterations
of the surrounding loops, where appropriate (only if these loops are also ollapsed).
In ases with onditional ontrol ow, tasks an sometimes be ondensed with no loss of a ura y, using
sophisti ated ompiler analysis. For example, no a ura y will be lost in ases where all dynami instan es
of the resulting ollapsed task have identi al omputational time; that is, the workload expressions are free
of any input parameters whose value hanges for di erent instan es of that task. In other ases, ondensing
would result in some loss of a ura y, and the goals of the modeling study should be used to di tate the
degree to whi h tasks are ollapsed together.
To illustrate, onsider the ode shown in Figure 2. Let w1 ; w2 ; w3 represent the workload (i.e., the s aling
fun tion) for statements S1, S2 and S3, respe tively. The shaded ode between the two ommuni ation
statements is a andidate for ollapsing into a single task. The logi al ondition f(I,J) of the IF statement
may depend on either I or J or both. The initial version of the stati task graph is shown in part (b) of the
gure. The graphs in ( ) and (d) show di erent ases depending on what variables determine the value of f:
1 More pre isely, the isend task should be broken into two tasks, one that performs lo al initialization and does not depend on
the ire v, and a se ond one that an only be initiated on e the ire v has been issued but does not blo k the lo al omputation
on the sending node. This would be simply require introdu ing additional ommuni ation tasks into the task graph.

6

(a) Sour e ode

(b) Initial STG

( ) Collapsed STG if

f=G(I)

(d) Collapsed STG if

f=Y(J)

Figure 2: Collapsing Bran hes of the Stati Task Graph.



If f is a fun tion of I only, the IF statement an be moved outside the J loop and the J loop an be
ollapsed with no loss of a ura y. In this ase, we are left with two separate tasks, representing the two
possible versions of the J loop, as shown in part ( ) of the gure. These two tasks have deterministi
exe ution time expressions given by M  (w1 + w2 + w3 ), M  (w1 + w3 ), respe tively.



If f is a fun tion of J only, the shaded ode an be ondensed into a single task as shown in part (d)
of the gure. The s aling fun tion of the task T would simply be M  w, where w is the workload
inside the J loop body per iteration of the I loop. The key here is that w is onstant a ross di erent
iterations of the I loop.



Finally, if f is a fun tion of both I and J, ondensing the shaded ode an only be done if we introdu e
a bran hing probability parameter. If p(I) represents the probability that S2 will be exe uted for a
given value of I, then the entire shaded region an be ondensed into a single task (as in part (d))
with a ombined s aling fun tion given by M(w1 + p(I)  w2 + w3 ). This probabilisti expression for
exe ution time an lead to ina ura ies, e.g., in estimates of syn hronization delays between pro esses.
If the task graph is not ondensed, it remains as in part (b). The de ision to ondense this task graph
therefore should depend on the goals of the modeling study.

These three ases an be di erentiated using well-known but aggressive data ow analysis (the analysis
may have to be done interpro edurally in some ases). In fa t, we note that the rst two ases orrespond
dire tly to loop unswit hing and identifying loop-invariant ode respe tively, ex ept that only the stati task
graph is modi ed and the ode itself is not transformed.
A key point to note is that in the rst two ases, there is no resulting loss of a ura y in ondensing the
task graph. For example, in the ASCI ben hmark Sweep3D [3℄ used in Se tion 4, the one signi ant bran h
is in fa t of the rst type, whi h an be pulled out of the task and en losing loops (the analysis would have
to be interpro edural be ause the en losing loops are not in the same pro edure as the bran h).

3.3 Instantiating the Dynami Task Graph
As noted in Se tion 2, the dynami task graph (DTG) is essentially an instantiation of the STG representing
a single exe ution for a parti ular input. The DTG is an a y li graph ontaining no ontrol- ow nodes.
7

The time for instantiating the DTG grows linearly with the number of task instan es in the exe ution of the
program, but mu h less omputation per task is usually required for the instantiation than for the a tual
exe ution. This is an optional step that an be performed when required for detailed performan e predi tion.
The information required to instantiate the DTG varies signi antly a ross programs. For a regular,
non-adaptive ode, the parallel exe ution behavior of the program an usually be determined dire tly from
the program input (in whi h we in lude the pro essor on guration parameters). In su h ases, the dynami
task graph an be instantiated dire tly from the STG on e the program input is spe i ed. In general, and
parti ularly in adaptive odes, the parallel exe ution behavior (and therefore the DTG) may depend on
intermediate omputational results of the program. For example, this ould happen in a parallel n-body
problem if the ommuni ation pattern hanged as the positions of the bodies evolved during the exe ution of
the program. In the urrent work, we fo us on the te hniques needed to instantiate the DTG in the former
ase, i.e., that of regular non-adaptive odes. These te hniques are also valuable in the latter ase, but they
must be applied at runtime when the intermediate values needed are known. The issues to be fa ed in that
ase are brie y dis ussed later in this se tion.
There are two main aspe ts to instantiating the DTG:



enumerating the out omes of all the ontrol ow nodes, e e tively by unrolling the DO nodes and
resolving the dynami instan es of the bran h nodes; and



enumerating the dynami instan es of ea h node and edge in the STG.

These are dis ussed in turn below. Of these, the se ond step is signi antly more hallenging in terms of
the ompile-time te hniques required, parti ularly for sophisti ated message passing programs with general
omputation partitioning strategies and ommuni ation patterns.

Interpreting ontrol- ow in the stati task graph Enumerating the out omes of all the ontrol

ow nodes in an exe ution an be a omplished by a symboli interpretation of the ontrol ow of the
program for ea h pro ess. First, we must enumerate loop index values and resolve the dynami instan es
of bran h onditions that have not been ollapsed in the STG. This requires evaluating the values of these
symboli expressions. We an perform this evaluation dire tly at ompile-time when these quantities are
determined solely by input values, surrounding loop index variables, and pro essor id variables. Under these
onditions, we know all the required variable values in the expressions, as follows. The input variable values
are spe i ed externally. The loop index values are expli itly enumerated for all DO nodes that are retained
in the stati task graph. The pro essor id variables are expli itly enumerated for ea h parallel task using the
symboli pro essor sets, as dis ussed below. Therefore, we an evaluate the relevant symboli expressions
for enumerating the ontrol- ow out omes.
We assumed above that key symboli quantities were determined solely by input values, surrounding
loop index variables, and pro essor id variables. These requirements only apply to those loop bounds and
bran h onditions that are retained in the ollapsed stati task graph (i.e., whi h a e t the parallel task
graph stru ture of the ode), and not to loops and bran hes that have been ollapsed be ause they only a e t
the internal omputational results of a task. With the ex eption of a few ommon algorithmi onstru ts,
we nd these requirements to be satis ed by a fairly large lass of regular s ienti appli ations. For
example, in a olle tion of odes in luding the three NAS appli ation ben hmarks (SP, BT and LU), an
ASCI ben hmark Sweep3D [3℄, and other standard data-parallel odes su h as Erleba her [7℄ and the SPEC
ben hmark Tom atv, the sole ex eptions were terminating onditions testing onvergen e in the outermost
timestep loops. In su h ases, we would rely on the user to spe ify a xed number of time steps for whi h
the program performan e would be modeled.
More generally, and parti ularly for adaptive odes, we expe t the parallel stru ture to depend on intermediate omputational results. This would require generating the DTG on the y, e.g., when performing
program-driven simulation during whi h the a tual omputational results would be omputed. In this ase,
the most eÆ ient approa h to synthesizing the DTG would be to use program sli ing to isolate the omputations that do a e t the parallel ontrol ow. (This is very similar to the use of sli ing for optimizing
parallel simulation as des ribed in Se tion 4.) These extensions are outside the s ope of this paper.
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Enumerating the symboli sets and mappings The se ond hallenge is that we must enumerate all
instan es of ea h parallel task and ea h ommuni ation edge between tasks. These instan es are des ribed
by symboli sets and mappings respe tively. In the ontext of omplex omputation partitioning strategies
and arbitrary ommuni ation patterns, this presents a mu h more diÆ ult problem at ompile-time (i.e.,
without exe uting the a tual program).
For example, onsider the loop fragment from the NAS LU ben hmark shown in Figure 3. The ompiler
automati ally hooses a sophisti ated omputation partitioning, denoted by the ON HOME des riptors for
ea h statement in the gure. For example, the ON HOME des riptor for the assignment to flux indi ates
that the instan e of the statement in iteration (k,j,i,m) should be exe uted by the pro essors that own
either of the array elements rsd(m,i-1,j,k) or rsd(m,i+1,j,k). This means that ea h boundary iteration
of the statement will be repli ated among the two adja ent pro essors. This repli ation eliminates the
need for highly expensive inner-loop ommuni ation for the privatizable array flux [5℄. Communi ation
is still required for ea h referen e to array u, all of whi h are oales ed by the ompiler into a single
logi al ommuni ation event. The ommuni ation pattern is equivalent to two SHIFT operations in opposite
dire tions. Part (b) of the gure shows the set of pro essors that must exe ute the SEND ommuni ation
task (P ro sT hatS end), as well as the mapping between pro essors exe uting the SEND and those exe uting
the orresponding wait-re v (S endT oRe vP ro sM ap). (Note that both these quantities are des ribed in
terms of symboli integer sets, parameterized by the variables jst, jend, nx and nz.) Ea h of these sets
ombines the information for both SHIFT operations. Corre tly instantiating the ommuni ation tasks and
edges for su h ommuni ation patterns in a pattern-driven manner an be diÆ ult and error-prone, and
would be limited to some predetermined lass of patterns that is unlikely to in lude su h omplex patterns.
Instead, we develop a novel and general solution to this problem that is based on an unusual use of ode
generation from integer sets. In ordinary ompilation, dHPF and other advan ed parallelizing ompilers use
ode generation from integer sets to synthesize loop nests that are exe uted at runtime, e.g., for a parallel
loop nest or for pa king and unpa king data for ommuni ation [7, 8, 9, 13℄. If we ould invoke the same
apability but exe ute the generated loop nests at ompile-time, we ould use the synthesized loop nests to
enumerate the required tasks and edges.
Implementing this approa h, however, proved to be a non-trivial task. Most importantly, ea h of the
sets are parameterized by several variables, in luding input variables and loop index variables (e.g., the
two sets above are parameterized by jst, jend, nx and nz). This means that the set must be enumerated
separately for ea h ombination of these variable values that o urs during the exe ution of the original
program. We solve this problem as follows. We rst generate a subroutine for ea h integer set that we
want to enumerate, and make the parameters arguments of the subroutine. Then (still at ompile-time),
we ompile, link, and invoke this ode in a separate pro ess.2 The desired ombinations of variable values
for ea h node and edge are automati ally available when interpreting the ontrol- ow of the task graph as
des ribed earlier. Therefore, during this interpretation, we simply invoke the desired subroutine in the other
pro ess to enumerate the ids for a node or the id pairs for an edge.
To illustrate this approa h, Figure 3( ) shows the subroutine generated to enumerate the elements of
the set P ro sT hatS end des ribed earlier. The loop nest in this subroutine is generated dire tly from the
symboli integer set in part (b) of the gure. This loop nest enumerates the instan es of the SEND task,
whi h in this ase is one task per pro essor exe uting the SEND. This subroutine is parameterized by jst,
jend, nx and nz. In this example, these are all unique values determined by the program input. In general,
however, these ould depend on loop index variables of some outer loop and the subroutine has to be invoked
for ea h ombination of values of its arguments.
Overall, the use of ode generated from symboli sets enables us to support a broad lass of omputation
partitionings and ommuni ation patterns in a uniform manner. This approa h ts ni ely with the ore
apabilities of advan ed parallelizing ompilers.
2 We ould simplify this step if we modi ed the ba k-end of the integer set pa kage to generate an interpreted language like
Lisp rather than Fortran.
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4

Status and Results

4.1 Status
We have su essfully implemented the te hniques des ribed above in the dHPF ompiler. We have extended
the dHPF ompiler to synthesize a stati task graph for the MPI ode generated by dHPF, in luding the
symboli pro essor sets and mappings for ommuni ation tasks and edges, and the s aling fun tions for loop
nodes. In omputing the ondensed stati task graph, we ollapse all do-nodes or sequen es of omputational
tasks that do not ontain any ommuni ation or any if-nodes (We would rely on user intervention to ollapse
if-nodes). We also ompute the ombined s aling fun tion for the ollapsed tasks.
We have also partially implemented the support to instantiate dynami task graphs at ompile-time. In
parti ular, we are able to enumerate the task instan es and ontrol- ow edges. We also synthesize the ode
from symboli integer-sets required to enumerate the edge mappings at ompile-time. We do not yet link in
this ode to enumerate the edges at ompile-time.
Be ause of the aggressive omputation partitioning and ommuni ation strategies used by dHPF, apturing the resulting MPI ode requires the full generality of our task graph representation. This gives us
on den e that we an synthesize task graphs for a wide range of expli it message-passing programs as well
(in luding all the ones we have examined so far).

4.2 E e tiveness of task graph abstra tion and ondensing
In order to illustrate the size of the stati task graph generated and the e e tiveness of ondensing the task
graph, Table 1 lists these statisti s for the STG produ ed by the dHPF ompiler for three HPF ben hmarks:
Tom atv (from SPEC92), ja obi (a simple 2D Ja obi iterator PDE solver), and expl (Livermore Loop # 18).
The e e t of ondensing the task graph on redu ing the number of loops (do-node) and omputational tasks
( omp-task) an be easily observed. After ondensing, most of the remaining tasks are either if-nodes
and dummy nodes (e.g., endif-node, et .) or ommuni ation tasks (whi h are never ondensed), sin e we
opted for a detailed representation of ommuni ation behavior, rather than ompromise on the a ura y of
the representation.
The reader an he k the task graphs for the above odes at http://www. s.man.a .uk/~rizos/taskgraph/
Number of lines of sour e HPF program
Number of lines of output parallel MPI program
Total number of tasks (1st pass)
# omm-node
# do-node
# omp-task
Total number of tasks (after ondensing)
# do-node
# omp-task

tom atv
227
1850
247
54
18
39
193
3
20

ja obi
64
1156
122
36
13
16
83
1
5

expl
94
3722
225
114
17
23
174
3
6

Table 1: Size of STG for various example odes before and after ondensing.

4.3 Task-graph-driven simulation of MPI programs
The most important appli ation of our ompiler-synthesized task graphs to date has been for improving the
state of the art of parallel simulation of message-passing programs [4℄. Those results are brie y summarized
here be ause they provide the best illustration of the orre tness and bene ts of the ompiler-synthesized
task graphs. This work was performed in ollaboration with the parallel simulation group at UCLA, using
MPI-Sim, a dire t-exe ution parallel simulator for MPI programs [11℄.
The basi strategy in using the STG for program simulation is to generate an abstra ted MPI program
from the STG where all omputation orresponding to a omputational task is eliminated, ex ept those
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Ben hmark
Tom atv
Sweep3D
NAS SP, lass A
NAS SP, lass C

% Error in predi tion vs. measurement
#Pro s = 4
8
16
32
64
5:44 15.75 11.79
8.50
9.27
7:01
4:97
9.02
9.80
5.13
2:59
1:24
7.11
6.10
0.09
14:01
1:58

Table 2: Validation of the ompiler-generated task graphs using a simulator for MPI programs.
omputations whose results are required to determine the ontrol- ow, ommuni ation behavior, and task
s aling fun tions. We refer to the eliminated omputations as redundant omputations (from the point of
view of performan e predi tion), be ause the results of these omputations do not a e t the performan e
of the program. We use the task s aling fun tions to generate simple symboli estimates for the exe ution
time of the redundant omputations. The simulator an avoid simulating the redundant omputations, and
simply needs to advan e the simulation lo k by an amount equal to the estimated exe ution time of the
omputation. The simulator an even avoid allo ating memory for program data that is referen ed only in
redundant omputations.
The key to implementing this strategy lies in identifying non-redundant omputations. To do so, we
must rst identify the values in the program that determine program performan e. These are exa tly
those variable values that appear in the ontrol- ow expressions, ommuni ation des riptors, and s aling
fun tions (both for task times and for ommuni ation volume) of the STG. Thus, using the STG makes
these values very easy to identify. We an then use a standard program sli ing algorithm [21℄ to isolate the
omputations that a e t these values. We then generate the simpli ed MPI ode by in luding all the ontrolow that appears in the stati task graph, all the ommuni ation alls, and the non-redundant omputations
identi ed by program sli ing. All the remaining (i.e., redundant) omputations in ea h omputational task
are repla ed with a single all to a spe ial simulator delay fun tion whi h simply advan es the simulator lo k
by a spe i ed amount. The argument to this fun tion is a symboli expression for the estimated exe ution
time of the redundant omputation. Note that the simulator ontinues to simulate the ommuni ation
behavior in detail. Again, the reader an he k the ompiler-synthesized versions of the above odes at

http://www. s.man.a .uk/~rizos/taskgraph/

We have applied this methodology both to HPF programs ( ompiled to MPI by the dHPF ompiler), and
also to existing MPI programs. In the latter ase, we generated the abstra ted MPI program by hand, but
were areful to imitate the ode that would be obtained if the ompiler synthesized an STG for the original
MPI program. The ben hmarks in lude an HPF version of Tom atv, one of the SPEC92 ben hmarks, and
MPI versions of Sweep3D (a key ASCI ben hmark) and NAS SP (one of the NAS appli ation ben hmarks).
Table 2 shows the per entage error in the exe ution times predi ted by MPI-Sim using the simpli ed
MPI ode, ompared with dire t program measurement. As an be seen, the error was less than 16% in
all ases tested, and less than 10% in most of these ases. This is important be ause the simpli ed MPI
program an be thought of as simply an exe utable representation of the stati task graph itself. These
results show that the task graph abstra tion very a urately aptures the properties of the program that
determine performan e. We believe that the errors observed ould be further redu ed by applying more
sophisti ated te hniques for estimating the exe ution time of redundant omputations, parti ularly with
simple estimates of a he behavior.
The bene ts of using the task-graph-based simulation strategy were extremely impressive. For these
ben hmarks, the optimized simulator requires fa tors of 5 to 2000 less memory and up to a fa tor of 10
less time to exe ute than the original simulator. These dramati savings allow us to simulate systems and
problem sizes 10 to 100 times larger than is possible with the original simulator (with little loss of a ura y
as shown by the validations above). In parti ular, this has allowed us to simulate MPI programs for parallel
ar hite tures with hundreds of pro essors faster than real-time, and has made it feasible to simulate exe ution
of programs on ma hines with 10,000+ pro essors. These results are des ribed in more detail in [4℄.
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5

Related Work

As mentioned in the Introdu tion, there is a large body of work on the use of task graphs for various aspe ts
of parallel systems but very little work on synthesizing task graphs for general-purpose parallel programs.
The vast majority of performan e models that use task graphs as inputs generally do not spe ify how the
task graph should be onstru ted but assume that this has been done [30, 22, 28, 2, 15℄. A more detailed
dis ussion of a wide range of su h models is available in [2℄.
The various ompiler-based systems that use task graphs, namely PYRROS [31℄, CODE [27℄, HENCE [27℄,
and Jade [23℄ onstru t task graphs by assuming spe ial information from the programmer. In parti ular,
PYRROS, CODE and HENCE all assume that the programmer spe i es the task graph expli itly (CODE
and HENCE a tually use a graphi al programming language to do so). In Jade, the programmer spe i es
input and output variables used by ea h task and the ompiler uses this information to dedu e the task
dependen es for the program.
The PlusPYR proje t has developed a task graph representation that has some similarities with ours
(in parti ular, symboli integer sets and mappings for des ribing task instan es and ommuni ation and
syn hronization rules), along with ompiler te hniques to synthesize these task graphs. The key di eren e
from our work is that they start with a limited lass of sequential programs (annotated to identify the tasks)
and use dependen e analysis to ompute dependen es between tasks, and then derive ommuni ation and
syn hronization rules from these dependen es. Therefore, their approa h is essentially a form of simple
automati parallelization. In ontrast, our goal is to generate task graphs for existing parallel programs with
no spe ial program annotations and with expli it ommuni ation. A se ond major di eren e is that they
assume a simple parallel exe ution model in whi h a task re eives all inputs from other tasks in parallel
and sends all outputs to other tasks in parallel. In ontrast, we apture mu h more general ommuni ation
behavior in order to support realisti HPF and MPI programs.
As noted in the Introdu tion, Parashar et al. [29℄ onstru t task graphs for HPF programs ompiled by the
Syra use Fortran 90D ompiler, but they are limited to a very simple, loosely syn hronous omputational
model that would not support many message-passing and HPF programs in pra ti e. In addition, their
interpretive framework for performan e predi tion uses fun tional interpretation for instantiating a dynami
task graph, whi h is similar to our approa h for instantiating ontrol- ow. Like the task graph model,
their interpretation and performan e estimation are signi antly simpli ed ( ompared with ours) be ause
of the loosely syn hronous omputational model. For example, they do not need to apture sophisti ated
ommuni ation patterns and omputation partitionings, as we do using ode generation from integer sets.
Dikaiakos et al. [14℄ developed a tool alled FAST that onstru ts task graphs from user-annotated parallel
programs, performs advan ed task s heduling and then uses abstra t simulation of message passing to predi t
performan e. Their task graph onstru tion is fairly straightforward and is driven by user annotations
des ribing the tasks and inter-task ommuni ation.
The PACE proje t [28℄ proposes a language and programming environment for parallel program performan e predi tion. Users are required to identify parallel subtasks and omputation and ommuni ation
patterns.
Finally, Fahringer [16℄, Armstrong and Eigenmann [10℄, Mendes and Reed [26℄ and many others have
developed symboli ompile-time te hniques for estimating exe ution time, ommuni ation volume and other
metri s. The ommuni ation and omputation s aling fun tions available in our stati task graph are very
similar to the symboli information used by these te hniques, and ould be dire tly extended to support
their analyti al models.
6

Con lusion and Future Plans

In this paper, we des ribed a methodology for automating the pro ess of synthesizing task graphs for parallel
programs, using sophisti ated parallelizing ompiler te hniques. The te hniques in this paper an be used
without user intervention to onstru t task graphs message-passing programs ompiled from HPF sour e
programs, and we believe they extend dire tly to existing message-passing (e.g., MPI) programs as well. Su h
te hniques an make a large body of existing resear h based on task graphs and equivalent representations
appli able for these widely used programming standards.
Our immediate goals for the future are:
12



to demonstrate that the te hniques des ribed in this paper an be applied to message-passing programs
(using MPI), by extra ting the requisite omputation partitioning and ommuni ation information; and



to ouple the ompiler-generated task graphs with the wide range of modeling approa hes being used
within the POEMS proje t, in luding analyti al, simulation and hybrid models.
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CHPF$ distribute rsd(*,blo k,blo k,*)
CHPF$ distribute u(*,blo k,blo k,*)
CHPF$ distribute flux(*,blo k,blo k,*)
do k = 2, nz-1
do j = jst, jend
CHPF$ INDEPENDENT, NEW(flux)
do indep dummy loop = 1, 1
do i = 1, nx
do m = 1, 5

!
ON HOME rsd(m,i-1,j,k)
flux(m,i,j,k) = F( u(m,i,j,k) )

S rsd(m,i+1,j,k)

enddo
enddo
do i = ist,
do m = 1,

iend
5
!
ON HOME rsd(m,i,j,k)
rsd(m,i,j,k) = G( flux(m,i-1,j,k), flux(m,i+1,j,k) )

enddo
enddo
enddo
enddo
enddo

(a) Sour e ode and omputation partitioning

P ro sT hatSend

=

f[

[

p0 ; p1

f[

℄ : jst  17p1 + 17; jend; 65 ^ 0  p0  3
p0 < nx ^ 17p1 < jend ^ 3  nzg

^ 17

p0 ; p1

℄ : jst  17p1 + 17; jend; 65

^ 17

p0 <

SendT oRe vP ro sM ap

=

f[

[

nx

^ 17

p1 <

^0 13
p

^0 03^0 13
jend ^ 3  nz ^ 2  nx ^ 17 1 jendg
p

p

p

<

℄ ! [q0 ; q1 ℄ : q1 = p1 ^ 0; q0 1  p0  3
jst  17p1 + 17; 65; jend ^ 0  p1  3
17p0 < nx ^ 3  nz ^ 17q0  nx ^ 17p1 < jendg

p 0 ; p1

f[

^
^

p0 ; p1

℄ ! [q0 ; q1 ℄ : 0; p0

1  q0  p0  3

^ 0  1  3 ^ 17 0 nx
^ 3  nz ^ 2 + 17 0  nx ^ 17
p

p

<

q

p1 <

^ jst  17

p1

+ 17; 65; jend

jendg

(b) Pro essor sets and task mappings

subroutine Pro sThatSend(nx, nz, jst, jend)
integer nx, nz, jst, jend
if (jend >= 1 && jst <= jend && nz >= 3 && jst <= 65) then
do p0 = 0, min(intDiv(nx-1,17), 3)
do p1 = max(intDiv(jst-17+16,17), 0), min(intDiv(jend-1,17), 3)
! Emit SEND task for pro essor (p0,p1)
enddo
enddo
endif
( ) Parameterized ode to enumerate the set

Pro sThatSend

Figure 3: Example from NAS LU illustrating pro essor sets and task mappings for ommuni ation tasks.
Problem size: 65  65  65; Pro essor on guration: 4  4.
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